Ab initio quantum chemistry calculations on the electronic structure of heavier alkyne congeners: diradical character and reactivity.
The electronic structure of the heavier congeners of alkynes has been studied with emphasis on characterizing their extent of diradical character. Four orbitals play a crucial role in determining the electronic structure in planar trans-bent geometries. Two are associated with an out-of-plane pi interaction, pi and pi, and two are associated with in-plane interactions and/or in-plane lone pairs, LP(n-) and LP(n+). The ordering of these orbitals can change depending upon geometry. One extreme, corresponding to the local minimum for Si-Si and Ge-Ge, is a diradicaloid multiple-bonding configuration where LP and pi are nominally occupied. Another extreme, corresponding to a local minimum for Sn-Sn, is a relatively closed-shell single-bond configuration where LP and LP are nominally occupied. This ordering leads to predicted bond shortening upon excitation from singlet to triplet state. For the heavier elements, there appears to be very little energy penalty for large geometric distortions that convert from one ordering to the other on the singlet surface. The implications of these results with respect to experimental observations are discussed.